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**Opinion**

Anatomy is a big science with multitasking assessments including written, practical, labelling or even oral exams. The learning outcomes for each anatomy paper in the medical colleges are different based on the graduate profile and the specialty for the graduates. For instance, medical imaging students are not medical doctors but medical radiation technologists working as a radiographer and should have a basic understanding of human anatomy. On the other hand, they need comprehensive anatomical details in particular regions of the body e.g. musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, and gastrointestinal and nervous systems. Therefore, creating an anatomy exam for such types of students should consider these systems as top priority while the other systems have less weighting during exam construction. From my perspective on teaching anatomy across different students’ discipline i.e. medical and paramedical, I can confirm that there is a great value to have an exam proposal to validate the exam. Increase the students’ performance and decrease the students’ retention rate.

The test development process includes an overall plan, content definition, and test specification. The overall plan of an assessment will then include the identification of the target group, and the purpose of the exam such as selection, classification, placement, diagnosis or certification. Furthermore, the details of the test design, assembly and production, administration, scoring, standard setting, reporting results, item banking, post hoc analysis and logistic requirements must all be decided [1]. Once the purpose of the test is identified then the most crucial step in the development of a test is to ensure that the test should measure what it is supposed to measure, known as the test validity. Constructing a test blueprint enables stakeholders to have a bigger picture of the exam and determine the relative weights of individual content [2].

Herman [3] pointed out that “People [students] perform better when they know the goal, see models, know how their performance compares to the standard”. The basic purpose of all tests is discrimination (to distinguish the level of aptitude, abilities, and skills among the test takers) regardless of the way how the test was constructed or conducted.

“It is said that ‘assessment is the tail that wags the curriculum dog.’ While this statement amply underscores the importance of assessment in any system of education, it also cautions us about the pitfalls that can occur when the assessment is improperly used [4].”

When we speak to undergraduate medical students after the examinations, not infrequently we hear them complaining in theory examinations that - Too lengthy paper; time was not enough to write; All questions were from few topics only! No questions from many other topics; Questions were too vague, what to write? What to cut? Long questions were bouncers! They have not taught these. And in practical examinations we hear them complaining that - I had never seen this case before; Most of the theory questions, long case, short case, and MCQ questions, all were from one/ few systems only. This happens because, in the traditional assessment system in most medical colleges, the question paper is set by one teacher/examiner with or without an unrenewable question bank. Also, the practical examinations are conducted by some other teacher, without any coordination and are not aligned to objectives (most of the time) [5]. Often, the content of what to assess is left to the decision of the examiners.
Moreover, the examiner/teacher imparts instruction according to what “she/he thinks is appropriate or important.” The assessment needs to be valid. Validity is a requirement of every assessment and implies that candidates for achieving the minimum performance level have acquired the level of competence set out in the learning objectives [3]. The validity that relates to measurements of academic achievement is content validity. The content of the assessment is said to be valid when it is congruent with the objectives and learning experiences, and congruence between these pillars of education can be facilitated by using blueprinting in the assessment [3].

In simple terms, blueprint links assessment to learning objectives. It also indicates the marks carried by each question. It is useful to prepare a blueprint so that the faculty who sets the question paper knows which question will test which objective, which content unit and how many marks it would carry [6].
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